
The Story 
of Cinn and 
Salvation 
In this edition of 
Fletchersteps we wanted 
to share a story about 
something humorous yet 
illustrative that happened 
to us here in Cuenca, 
Ecuador about a month 
ago. It is the story of 
Cinn and Salvation.


Once we moved into our 
home and began to 
settle into life here, 
Allison and I thought that 
it was time to begin 
thinking about letting the 
children have pets.  Pets are an important part of a child’s 
development and emotional adjustment.  It is healthy for 
children to have something to take care of and 
responsibilities that require care and discipline.  It is also 
a very culturally relevant thing here in Cuenca.  Most 
families here have some type of pet in the home.  
Animals, both wild and domesticated, are literally 
everywhere! 


Abigail received some chicks as a gift from our neighbor.  
We started with five chickens and now have just three 
because two did not make it to adulthood.  Gracie has 
always been a lover of rabbits and Simeon began to  
share an interest.  It is rare for Grace and Simeon to have 
something in common so we decided to purchase a 
couple of dwarf rabbits from the local pet store. 


Grace had commented on a small white bunny that had 
what appeared to be a cross on its back.  When I went to 
purchase her there was only one other bunny left, a small 
brown one.  When I brought them home from the store, 
the children were overjoyed!  Grace already had a name 
picked out for her bunny.  She thought Salvation was a 
good name because of the cross-like markings in her fur.  
Simeon thought the brown color of his bunny was similar 
to cinnamon and so he named her accordingly.  As a 
result we now have both Cinn and Salvation in our 
home.  We thought that this was quite appropriate for a 
missionary family!
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Later, someone at church gave us a puppy.  We named him 
“Champion” or “Champ” for short. We failed to realize that the Spanish 
word for “mushroom” is very similar to his english name.  We now have 
to explain to our friends and neighbors that we did not name our dog 
“mushroom” but something completely different.  We are occasionally 
asked if our dog knows English or Spanish.  It never crossed my mind 
that he would know either!  I usually say that he knows english, but 
“No!” means “No!” in both languages which seems to be what we use 
most of the time.  I am beginning think he only knows German, French, 
or some other language because he sure doesn’t understand “No!” 
The recounting of our adventures with Champ will have to wait for 
another time as they are many.  


The stories of Cinn and Salvation are many as well. At least one story 
involved Champ.  But today I want to share the story of how we lost 
both rabbits and how Cinn came back quickly but Salvation seemed to 
take her time.  


We have constructed both a hutch and a yard for 
the rabbits. The yard is mostly made of PVC pipe 
and chicken wire, but the hutch has a solid wood 
construction.  The internet provided both designs. 
We have a door to the yard so that the kids can go 
in and play with the rabbits, but the latch can be 
tricky at times and one day it wasn’t quite closed 
all the way.  This created an opportunity for the 
rabbits to escape.  


Cinnamon is an escape artist.  If there is a way to 
escape she will find it, and Salvation would follow 
her right out the door given the chance.  And this is 
how we lost the rabbits.  The door was left ajar and 
Cinn took the opportunity.  Salvation followed.  We 
were all distraught when we came home to find the 
bunnies missing. However, Grace immediately saw 
Cinn in the corner of the yard peaking out from a 
hole she had found in our fence.  Cinn hopped right up to Grace and we had our smallest bunny back 
with us.  But Salvation was no where to be found.  


The next twenty-four hours were emotional for the kids as they came to grips with the fact that it was 
entirely possible that they had lost their Salvation.  Despite looking all over the neighborhood for our 
rabbit, we did not see neither hide nor hare.  :) The situation was completely out of our hands and so I 
took the opportunity to teach the children about what we should do when something is completely out of 
our control.  We were reminded of this verse in scripture:
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Philippians 4:6-9  

Don’t worry about anything, but in everything, through prayer and petition with 
thanksgiving, let your requests be made known to God. And the peace of God, which 
surpasses every thought, will guard your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus. Finally 
brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, 
whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable—if there is any moral excellence and if there 
is any praise—dwell on these things. Do what you have learned and received and heard 
and seen in me, and the God of peace will be with you. 



We prayed for Salvation to come home and we thanked 
God for the time we have had with her.  We refused to 
embrace anxiety and instead made our requests known 
to God. As the sun set, we prayed for her protection 
through the night and a safe return in the morning.  This 
helped us sleep in peace.  The next day, we awoke with 
a prayer in our hearts for the new day and for a miracle 
return of our bunny.  


After breakfast, Grace slipped out into the backyard to 
pray some more and hope for something to happen. I 
watched from the window as she sat in a chair quietly 
looking out across the green grass.  Suddenly, from 
under a pile of wood, two long white ears popped up 
followed by the unmistakable round shape of Salvation 
with her white fir and prominent cross shaped marking 
upon her back.  Grace was overjoyed!  Salvation had 
returned to her.  She scooped up the rabbit and put her 
back into her hutch with Cinnamon.  The two bunnies 
were reunited again.  Our family and our rabbits were 
saved.  Grace’s prayers were answered as were those 
of our entire family.


I think that this story reveals something a bit deeper than the a play on words between the names in the 
story.  I am thankful for the salvation I have in Christ Jesus, but I never want to take it for granted.  I 
never want to be negligent in my duty to care for the gift I have been given.  I need to remember to keep 
the door closed to sin in my life.  I do not want to give sin the opportunity to cause chaos.  But if sin 
does find that opportunity, if I am negligent, I know what to do.  I go to God on my knees with 
thanksgiving and refuse to embrace anxiety or fear.  I return to thinking righteously and receive peace 
from God.  I follow the example of those who walk by faith and I wait upon God for my salvation.  


I am thankful that Holy Spirit gave us the 
opportunity to share this important truth 
with my children through this very 
memorable experience.  I am also thankful 
that I was able to share it with you today 
through our Fletchersteps blog.  I hope 
that this story has reminded you of the 
incredible grace and responsibility we 
have because of the salvation we  
received from Christ Jesus.  Please feel 
free to share this story with others.   


Grace and Peace,  

The Fletcher Five

(Joshua, Allison, Grace, Abigail, and 
Simeon Fletcher)


fletcherstes.org


jfletcher@onemissionsociety.org


To find out more about our work here in Ecuador and how you might join us go to: 


https://onemissionsociety.org/give/TheFletchers 
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